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 PRACTICE QUESTION PAPER-1 (SOLUTION) 

SECTION – A 

1 d 7 

2 c Logistic committee 

3 c Osteoporosis 

4 a Metrorrhagia 

5. b Ushtrasana, Gomukhasana 

6 d All of the above 

7 d 1988 

8. c Preservative 

9 c Iron 

10 a Plate tapping test 

11 d Upper body or shoulder’s flexibility 

12 b Enlargement of heart due to chronic endurance training 

13 a Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is the correct explanation of (A). 

14 d All of the above 

15 d Ice Skating 

16 c Extraversion 

17 a D  A  B  C 

18 b B  A  D  C 

SECTION – B 

19. Procedure of Dhanurasana:

Take prone position, legs together, and hands straight by the side of the thighs, chin resting on the

ground.

Fold the legs at the knee and bring them to the thighs. Knees must remain together. Bring your

hands backward and hold the toes of respective legs with the thumb and forefinger of the

respective hands.  Raise your legs up a bit and simultaneously raise your head and chest.

Holding the toes, pull the legs towards your ears and bring the toes near the ear. Gaze in front.
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 Benefits of Dhanurasana:  

 1. It makes the spine and back muscles flexible, removes nervous weakness.  

 2. It cures constipation and removes excess fat.  

 3. It acts as a cure for dyspepsia, rheumatism and gastrointestinal disorders.  

 4. It improves digestion and appetite.  

20. Paralympics is a mega sports event involving athletes with a range of disabilities, and is 

organized by the International Paralympic Committee (IPC).  

 The vision of the IPC is, “To enable Paralympic athletes to achieve sporting excellence and to 

inspire and excite the world.” 

21. Macro Nutrients : Macro nutrients constitute the majority of individuals’ diet. They are taken in 

large amount. They supply energy and are needed for growth, maintenance and to perform 

activities. 

 Micro Nutrients : They are required in very small amounts. These are extremely significant for 

normal functioning of the body. The main function of these nutrients is to enable various 

chemical reactions to occur in the body. 

22. Tidal Air Capacity 

 Tidal air is the amount of air that flows in and out of the lungs in each quit respiratory movement. 

It has been noted that this tidal air capacity can be increased. 

 Residual Air Volume 

 Residual volume is the volume of air that remains in the lungs after forceful expiration. Regular 

exercise increases residual volume that helps to exchange the gases in normal limits. 

23. Goal Setting 

 Goal setting in psychology refers to a successful plan of action that we set for ourselves. It is a 

process that starts with careful consideration of what you want to achieve, and ends with a lot of 

hard work to actually do it. It guides us to choose the right moves, at the right time, and in the 

right way. 

 Importance of goal-setting  

 Setting goals helps trigger new behaviors, helps guides your focus and helps you sustain that 

momentum in life. Goals also help align your focus and promote a sense of self-mastery. In the 

end, you can't manage what you don't measure and you can't improve upon something that you 

don't properly manage. 

24. Talent identification and development involve the following steps in the pursuit of sporting 

excellence  

 1. Talent Detection 

 2. Talent Identification 

 3. Talent Development 

 4. Talent Selection 

 5. The final step: Talent Transfer 
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SECTION – C 

25. Scoliosis 

 Postural adaptation of the spine in lateral direction is called Scoliosis. Scoliosis means bending, 

twisting or rotation. In fact, these are sideways curves and may be called scoliotic curves. These 

are defined in terms of their convexities. They are identified, as either convexity right to right 

convexity. A simple or single curve to the left or convexity left is common called a ‘C’ curve. 

Scoliotic curve may be found in ‘S’ shape. 

 Corrective Measures for Scoliosis 

 Scoliosis exercises are designed to correct the rotatory curvature of the spine. These exercises 

help in a limited ways to decrease curve angles. In fact, exercises do not have very significant 

role in the correction of Scoliosis. The affected ones are advised to participate in physical 

education programmes, organized sports and normal recreational activities. They may wear 

Scoliosis braces. Some exercises, which are described below may be beneficial to some extent; 

 1. Lie down in prone position, i.e., on the chest. Right arms should be upward and left arm at 

side. After that move right arm towards the left over head, press down with left hand and 

then slide the left hip up.  

 2. Stand erect with feet few inches apart. After that raise the left heel and left hip. Extend right 

arm in an arch overhead to the left. Press left hand against the ribs on the left side. 

26. Oath of Special Olympics 

 The Special Olympics athlete's oath, which was first introduced by Eunice Kennedy Shriver at 

the inaugural Special Olympics international games in Chicago in 1968, is “Let me win. But if I 

cannot win, let me be brave in the attempt.” 

 Special Olympic Flame 

 Since the first Torch Run at the Olympic Games in 1936, the Torch Run is one of the most 

important parts of the Opening Ceremony. During a moving ceremony in Athens, Greece 

the “Flame of Hope torch” was lit by the rays of the sun as the first part of its journey to the 

Special Olympics World Games Abu Dhabi 2019. 

27. Phytochemicals are a wide variety of nonnutritive chemical compounds found in plant foods, 

which may have health effects.  

 Sources: Phytochemicals are found in fruits, vegetables, grains and other plants. 

 Functions: They act as antioxidants and protect cells from damage that could lead to cancer. By 

eating more colorful vegetable, fruits and other plant foods, the risk of cancer can be reduced 

because these foods have certain phytochemicals like Beta-carotene and other carotenoids. 

28. Physiological Factors Determining Speed 

 1. Mobility of the Nervous System: Our muscles contract and relax at maximum possible 

speed such as in sprinting events. The rapid contraction and relaxation of muscles is made 

possible by rapid excitation of the concerned motor centres. This is called the mobility of 

the nervous system. The nervous system can maintain this rapid excitation and inhibition 

only for a few seconds after which the excitation spreads to the neighboring centres causing 

tension in the entire body. This results in decrease in speed. The mobility of the nervous 

system can be trained but only to a very limited extent. In fact, speed is determined to a 

great extent by genetic factors. 
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 2. Muscle Composition: The muscles, which have more percentage of fast twitch fibres 

contract with more speed in comparison to the muscles which have lower percentage of fast 

twitch fibres. In fact, the muscles composition is genetically determined and cannot be 

changed by training. Different muscles of the body have different percentage of fast twitch 

fibres. So, different parts of body have different speed performances. 

 3. Explosive Strength : For every quick and explosive movement, explosive strength is 

indispensible. It depends on muscles composition, size, coordination and metabolic process. 

Except muscles composition, the remaining factors can be improved through training which 

ultimately improve the speed up to limited extent. 

 4. Flexibility : Up to some extent, flexibility also determines the speed. In fact, good 

flexibility allows maximum range of movement without much internal resistance. 

Flexibility also enables complete utilization of explosive strength. 

 5. Bio-chemical Reserve and Metabolic Power : For maximum speed performance the 

muscles require more amount of energy at a very high rate of consumption. For this 

purpose the phosphogen {Adenosine Triphosphate (ATP) and Creatine Phosphate (CP)} 

stores in the muscles should be enough. If ATP and CP store is less in contracting muscles, 

the muscle contractions due to insufficient energy supply, become slow after a short time. 

The energy supply also depends on certain enzymes which increase the metabolic power. 

The amount of ATP, CP and rate of energy supply can be enhanced by training. Therefore, 

it can be said that the bio-chemical reserves and metabolic power determine the speed. 

     (Explain any three) 

29. There are following factors which are related to the amount of air resistance acting on a 

projectile.  

 1. Surface of the Objects: If the surface of the object is rough, the air resistance will definitely 

be greater. 

 2. Surface to Volume Ratio: The larger the surface to volume ratio, the more air resistance 

will affect the object. 

 3. Mass: Air resistance depends on the mass of the object. If the mass of the object is smaller 

there will be more air resistance.  

 4. Speed: If speed of an object increases, the air resistance also increases. This occurs due to 

friction. 

30.  Load and adaptation have a relationship of cause and effect. This relationship however is 

governed by certain rules which are explained below: 

 1. The adaptation processes are set in motion only when the load is optimum. For achieving 

adaptation the load must have certain minimum of intensity and volume. If the load is less 

than the adaptation processes are not started and if the load is too much then recovery 

processes are delayed considerably. 

 2. The adaptation if the result of proper cycle of load and recovery. Without proper and 

adequate recovery the adaptation will not take place. 

 3. The adaptation takes place faster in case of beginners. But it takes a longer time in case of 

advanced sportsmen. High level sports men take several weeks or even months to achieve 

an adaptation. 
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 4. The adaptation to load not only result in improvement of performance capacity but it also 

leads to increase in the load tolerance ability. 

 5. Load given to a sportsman only once does not lead to any adaptation. A stable adaptation 

and increase in performance is achieved only when the load is given regularly for several 

days or weeks. 

 6. Adaptation achieved through load is not permanents. If the training is stopped then the 

organism adapts itself to the lower level of demands. The stability of an adaptation is more 

if it has been achieved gradually and steadily.  

SECTION – D 

31. a.  Lordosis 

 b.  Hollow back or Sway back 

 c.  Yoga asanas including Dhanurasana and Halasana will be helpful.  

 d.  Precautionary measures for Lordosis  

  1. Balanced diet should be taken. 

  2. Obesity should be kept away especially in early age. 

  3. The body should be kept straight while carrying weight. 

  4. Excessive intake of food should be avoided. 

   (Any two or other relevant points) 

32. a. Partially 

 b.  Reactive aggression 

 c. In psychology, the term aggression refers to a range of behaviors that can result in both 

physical and psychological harm to oneself. 

 d.  Hostile aggression 

33. a.  Fartlek training method 

 b.  The heart rate usually ranges between 140-180 beats per minute during this training. The 

duration of this training may range from 15 minutes to 1 hour.  

 c.  Gosta Holmer 

 d. Major effects of this method:  

  1. Promotes weight loss  

  2. It’s an excellent test for strength and endurance  

  3. Improves speed and race tactics  

  4. It improves the mind over matter game  

  5. Increases physical and mental energy  

  6. Improves flexibility  

  7. Improves Fast and Slow Twitch Muscle Response.  
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SECTION – E 

34. Knock out Tournament 

 This is the most popular form and most of the tournaments organized are based on this type. In a 

knock out tournament any team which loses out of an opponent is automatically eliminated from 

the tournament. Hence, the defeated team does not get a second chance to compete in the 

tournament. Only the winning teams continue to compete and get opportunities for further 

competition.  

 Fixture of 23 teams 

 1. No of teams = 23 

 2. Half division  

  Upper half =    
     

 
  

    

 
           

  Lower half =    
     

 
  

    

 
           

 3. Bye Next power of 2 – total teams 

  32 – 23 = 9 Bye 

  Upper half bye =    
      

 
    

     

 
        

  Lower half bye =    
      

 
   

     

 
        

 4. No. of matches = N – 1= 23 – 1= 22 matches 

 5. No. of rounds = 2
5
 = 2 × 2 × 2 × 2 × 2 × 2 = 5 rounds 

 
35.  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

Nutritive Components of Diet 

1. Carbohydrates 

2. Proteins 

3. Fats 

4. Minerals 

5. Vitamins 
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 Water Soluble Vitamins  

 1. Vitamin B Complex : Vitamin B consists of eight soluble vitamins that play important 

roles in cell metabolism. Earlier they were thought to be single vitamin but later on 

research showed that they were chemically distinct vitamins. Now they are referred as 

Vitamin B complex. These are necessary for growth and development. Deficiency of 

Vitamin B results in diseases called Beri-Beri, Pellagra and Malformation of Red Blood 

Cells. 

  Sources : The sources of these vitamins are meat, potatoes, bananas, liver oil, beans etc. 

 2. Vitamin C : It is a white crystalline substance and water soluble vitamin. It helps in 

healing the wounds. It increases metabolic rate and is helpful in absorbing calcium. It is 

also a highly effective antioxidant. It is also essential for the growth and repair of bones, 

skin and connective tissues. It also maintains healthy teeth and gums. The deficiency of 

vitamin C causes scurvy. Adults may feel tired, weak and irritable due to the deficiency of 

vitamin C.  

  Sources : This vitamin is usually found in lemons, pineapples, amla, oranges, tomato, 

green chillies, apples and green leafy vegetables. 

36. The big five factors of personality are the five main domains which define human personality and 

account for individual differences. This model offered by Paul Costa and Robert McCrae. The 

five personality traits also known as the Five Factor Model of Personality and sometimes referred 

as OCEAN. The five domains or traits represented by the acronym OCEAN are Openness, 

Conscientiousness, Extraversion, Agreeableness, and Neuroticism which are described below: 

 1. Openness: Persons who like to learn new things, new concepts and enjoy new experiences 

usually remain on the top in openness. Openness includes traits like being imaginative, 

insightful and having a variety of interests. People who are high in this trait tend to be more 

adventurous and creative.  

 2. Conscientiousness: persons who have degree of conscientiousness are reliable and prompt. 

Such persons remain organized, systematic, laborious and complete in all respects. 

 3. Extroversion: Extroverts get their energy from interacting with other individuals, whereas 

introverts get their energy from within themselves. Extroversion includes the traits of being 

energetic, talkative and assertive. 

 4. Agreeableness: Such individuals are friendly, cooperative, compatible, kind and gentle. 

Persons with too agreeableness may be more distant or aloof. They are kind, generous, 

affectionate and sympathetic. 

 5. Neuroticism: This domain or dimension relates to one's emotional stability and the degree 

of negative emotions. Persons who have high neuroticism usually experience emotional 

instability and negative emotions. Such individuals remain moody and tense. Individuals 

who are low in neuroticism tend to be happy, comfortable, relaxed, satisfied, confident and 

stable. 
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37. Coordinative Abilities are those abilities of an individual which enable the individual to do 

various related activities properly as well as efficiently.  

 According to Zimmermen et al, “Coordinative abilities are understood as relatively stabilized and 

generalized patterns of motor control and regulation processes. These enable the sportsman to do 

a group of movements with better quality and effect.”   

 Types of Coordinative Abilities : There are seven types of coordinative abilities. They are:  

 1. Orientation ability: It is the ability to change the position and movements of the body in 

time and space in relation to a definite field of action. In gymnastics the position and the 

movement of head and eyes is important for orientation. In wrestling, kinesthetic sense 

organs assume importance, in Football vision, especially peripheral vision, is decisive. 

 2. Coupling Ability : It is the ability to combine the movements of different body parts for 

performing perfect sports movements. For example: In football, the foot-movement for all 

control or dribbling have to be coupled with the whole body movement of running, jumping, 

etc. Likewise in wrestling the movements of hands, legs, trunk and head have to be 

successfully combined. 

 3. Reaction Ability : It is the ability to react quickly and effectively to a signal. To a great 

extent it depends on sense organs, coordinative processes of CNS, decision-making, 

concentration and anticipation. It is of two types - simple & complex reaction ability  

 4. Balance Ability : It is the ability to maintain balance during the complete body movements 

and to regain balance quickly after the balance disturbing movements. Both static as well as 

dynamic balance is important in sports. 

 5. Rhythm Ability : It is the ability to observe or perceive the rhythm of a movement and to 

do the movement with the required rhythm. It also denotes the ability to reproduce rhythm, 

stored in motor memory, in motor action. In some sports like gymnastics and figure skating 

the sportsperson has to perceive an external rhythm, music, and to express it in his 

movements. A sport in which rhythm is not given from outside, the sportsperson has to 

make use of the rhythm stored in his memory. 

 6. Adaptation Ability : It is the ability to adjust or change the movement effectively on the 

basis of changes or anticipated changes in the situation. The change in situation can be 

expected one or can be sudden or unexpected one.  

 7. Differentiation Ability : It is the ability to achieve a high degree of accuracy and economy 

of separate body movements and movement phases in a motor action. For example: In 

gymnastics differential ability enables highly precise and accurate movements according to 

given model of movement. In football harmony of feet and head counts.       (Any Four) 

 


